Instagram Strategy
Behind every great Instagram brand is a solid value proposition and/ or service offering.
Long term Instagram growth means optimizing your Instagram account for long-term success.
With a strong Foundation, you can build an Instagram presence that is in synchrony with what
you stand for as a brand..
Additionally, your Instagram is one of many communication channels that
contributes to communication to the masses that helps create a bigger picture of your real
estate service offering.
Having said that, the first step in creating an effective Instagram account that reaches your
relevant target audience end experiences exponential growth is having a strategic approach to
your Instagram marketing plan.
The very Foundation of having a strategic approach to an Instagram marketing plan is by having
it be smart. Smart is an acronym that stands for
Specific- Specific needs to have specific objectives, or Milestones, that need to be reached in
order to reach a larger goal.
Measurable- Measurable means to set goals and objectives to reach your long-term goal, all of
which need to be measurable milestones. Measurable is important because you cannot
manage what you do not measure.
Attainable- Attainable means that you're goals, objectives, and Milestones need to be realistic,
feasible, and attainable. There is no point an exhausting resources in an attempt to reach an
unattainable goal.
Relevant- Relevant means that all of your Milestones, objectives, and goals need to build off of
one another so that they build off of each other, build a stronger foundation for you, and
increase your position of influence, power, resources, and ultimately success.
And Timely- Timely means that you need to have a specific deadline to reach your goal and
everything needs to be done in a timely manner. The longer tasks, objectives, and goals run the
more expensive they get And the more resources get lost.
Having said all of that, in the following lesson we are going to be covering the following:

The four steps to
building an effective organic Marketing
Strategy with the use of

1. Goal-setting
2. Profile Optimization
3. Brand and Branding
These elements flow on from one another and combine to
4, Tone of Voice
provide the foundations for success.
Goal-setting
This defines the purpose of your account, allowing you to
identify the direction you want to take.
Profile Optimisation
goals in mind, you can now optimize your profile.
This is about how you define yourself, attract the right
With your
audience and showcase your brand.
Brand and Branding
Your brand and branding is the way everything looks and
feels to users. The strength of your brand underpins how
you're perceived online.
Tone of Voice
This is the way you 'speakor 'sound' on Instagram. This
IS an integral piece of your identity because the way you
Communicate is still highly important on the platform, even it
most of your content is based around imagery

Consider the following questions and add your own, to
help set your short- or medium-term goals.
How many posts can you create within the next month?
What's your follower goal for the end of this year?
Which three people do you trust, whose feedback you

can ask for?
How many new ideas can you think of each month?
How can you change the demographics of your
followers?

Instagram goals, like all goals are living, which means that you need to go back to them, revise
them, and update them. In other words, as you evolve as a person, and Grove, so do your goals
to help you develop, bro, and reach bigger and more ambitious goals as a real estate agent. If
your goals are not changing then that is a sign that you are not evolving, developing, or
changing as a real estate agent.

1 Set three audacious goals for the long term.
START DRAFTING YOUR GOALS
Think big.

In the section below incorporate the gold part into setting
objectives to reach and accomplish a bigger goal.
Make them almost unbelievable in their
Create up to six medium-term goals that will be achieved
ale and ambition. Write them down. Additionally, make a list of the objectives and short-term
goals that must take place in order to reach those goals as well.
.
over a shorter period of time, the results of which feed
into the three ambitious goals you have just made.
Think about four or five goals you can achieve over

the next month. Make them smaller, more focused,.
and ensure they feed into the medium-term goals
The following seven actionable rules will help you develop
jcreated
meaningful short-, medium- and long-term goals for your
Instagram account. Take them all on board and think about
how you can apply them to your unique situation.
There is a saying that goes, quote inch Life's a cinch. Do not try to tackle a large goal all at
once, I've smaller goals that are relevant to the bigger goal that you can work towards to make it
feasible to accomplish a big goal over a longer period of time.

A/b testing
conduct different methods and approaches to reaching your goals and success With the use of
a b testing. After you test each approach to reaching your goals and objectives choose the
most effective route to make the most use of your time and resources. Explain a/ b testing. It is
worth noting that you will not have control over everything when it comes to your Instagram
account such as how people react to your post, how many people unfollow you, how many
comments are received, however, you do have control over how you react to it. A proactive
approach such as finding out what is wanted or needed by your target audience, quickly
adopting and implementing new Instagram features, the frequency that you post, and the type of
content that you post is what will set you apart from your competitors. If your audience is not
growing the way that you would like instead of posting what you think people want to see,
conduct market research and find out exactly what your target audience wants, needs, desires,
and identify their pain points so that your content produces the value that they need.

Create a posting schedule
Never post and ghost. Long term Instagram accounts are not made by going hard, adding a
bunch of random followers for hours on end every day, burning out, disappearing, and then
repeating the cycle. Create a posting schedule so that you AR consistent, reliable, and
professional marketer and real estate agent. Remember, you are a marketer first and a real
estate agent S. A marketer takes a product and or service end markets it to their target
audience to bring in Revenue. The service that your marketing is your real estate service and
the products that you are marketing it are your prospects properties.

Have a contingency plan- Don't put all your eggs in one basket
Remember that one of the number one rules in business, maybe in life is well, is you have to be
fluid and flexible, nothing is set in stone nothing is guaranteed, and everything is subject to
change. Having said that, A contingency plan is defined as:
Everything that is red and highlighted below is 100% plagiarized, reword everything.

A contingency plan is a course of action designed to help an organization
respond effectively to a significant future event or situation that may or may
not happen.
A contingency plan is sometimes referred to as "Plan B," because it can be
also used as an alternative for action if expected results fail to materialize.
Contingency planning is a component of business continuity, disaster
recovery and risk management.

Maximize your success of reaching your goal, and objectives, by having contingency plan set in
place to fall on so that you can continue moving forward without being knocked down to Ground
0 And being left at the same spot where you started from, which is starting all over.

Profile Optimization’

Your Instagram profile is the keyet
te ie the keystone of your
presence on the platform, provicie
ding viewers
with an overview of who you are, what
do
and what your business 1S, So optirmis

husiness is, so optimisation
should bea top priority. How well vo
well your profile is
set up will determine your suCcess in a
eving
the qoals you ve outlined. It should info
inspire and signpost. And the best
files
do this effectively and efficiently, perfectly
combining form with function.
There are three types of Instagram accounts. The default
is the personal account, which is the one most users
on the platform. The second type is the business
account the best option for virtually all commercial
entities or organizations. The third and most recent
addition is the 'creator account This was specifically
designed with the influencer in mind, whose business is
essentially content creation.
There are benefits to all the different accounts, SO select
the right one for you.
The key components of all instagram profiles include:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Profile picture
Name
Bio
Number of followers
Number of accounts you follow
Stories
Link
Home feed

Tone of voice
Your tone of voice, and choice of words is the closest thing to your Brand's personality on
Instagram Because your tone, such as punctuation, message intent, And how your
communication is perceived humanizes your brand on Instagram, or on the entire internet for

that matter. The way your tone is perceived by others is important because it affects how well
received you are, understood, and relatable you are by your audience. Additionally, there are
many benefits of leveraging your tone of voice, one of which is that it differentiates yourself
from your competitors.

Consider the following strategies to establish your unique tone
Of voice on Instagram

Mind map objectives to describe your Brand's tone of voice
Take out a piece of paper and a pen. Write down key words or phrases that Define your brand.
From each of them, Branch out and write related adjectives and other words that describe your
tone of voice and personality. Milani line think about specific famous people that your brand
should sound like. Having a specific persona in mind helps you embody the tone that you post.
A tone of voice is a multi-dimensional, conveying your purpose and a range of emotions. Here
are some Dimensions to consider:
How funny is your account? What kind of humor?
Busy, column, hectic, formal and informative?
Intelligent and expert or curious and openly learning? Loud and Bash or quiet and timid?
Imitating or approachable
Like a bowl or an acquired taste?

Decide on your style and vocabulary
Next, work on how that voice and adjectives describes are delivered on Instagram. And upbeat
and friendly voice could use short monosyllabic sentences, or a long complex ones with an
academic vocabulary.
Your tone of voice is shaped by the words and language you use as well as the style in which
you use them. Everyone has their favorite words and phrases and you should adopt a style that

you're happy with. This should be a reflection of your personality that you want to portray
through your marketing and be reflected through your bio, captions, and your interactions with
other accounts as well.
Some questions to consider answering:
How does your account address other users? By their Instagram Handle? By their first name
only? By nicknames?
What about greetings? Up for mold greeting or a “hey!”
Do you use emojis?
When is stop pushing and deciding your vocal style and vocabulary keep your target audience
in mind as you want to be relatable to them. Think about how they speak and want to be
addressed so that you can Target them, be more relatable, and attract them.

Create a black list of words and phrases

A brand isn't just defined by the things it says, it's also defined by
the things it doesn't say.

Define your brand and differentiate Yourself by avoiding words and phrases used by
competitors, or other accounts in your Niche. Think about your brand as if it were a person.
What should I avoid saying? Which topics would feel alien to your values, attitude, beliefs, end
character?
If you believe certain phrases dumbs down your brand, portrays the negativity, or puts a spin on
the account that you do not like, added to the Blacklist. When compiling your Black List, offer
alternatives for the words or phrases you want to avoid.
one rule of thumb is to never talk politics, religion, or Sports with prospects or past customers.
Additionally, avoid using sad emojis as you want to uplift your Instagram account and spread
positivity. Another tip is to never say happy Friday at the end of the week because the end of the
week is not the same for everybody and some people are forced to work harder than others and
it may make people think that you are superior to them.

Consistency = familiarity = trust and comfort
Consistency of language is Paramount on Instagram, sometimes even more so than visual
elements.
Updates from your account should be welcomed like a best friend on to the feeds of your
audience, but it only takes a couple of Rogue words to disconcert them and upset, and destroy
the report that you built. Pay attention to how you right and make it sound every time you post.
Rapport when using captions, write for the audience. Too many captains are written for the
writer, not the reader. Spelling, grammar and punctuation also play an important role since
misspelling signal lack of care and attention. remember, your prospects, and target audience,
want to hire a professional so you should have professionalism reflected can your Instagram
account.

Be consistent with Emojis
Emojis are attractive and they are appealing to the eye. however, emojis are not well-defined so
consider being consistent with the use of them and how you use them. Overuse of emojis can
diminish your brand, additionally, the use of different emojis To convey messages can diminish
your branding as well. You should consider using the same happy face for all of your happy
posts, for example, instead of using different happy faces. take advantage of emojis to Brand
yourself by using specific emojis. This will differentiate yourself and her competitors because
when someone sees your post with the emojis that you use they will know that it is you
automatically because the use of emoji will stand out more than the words so they will know
who wrote the post before they read anything.
Additionally, consider the following rules about using emojis call a
Don't use the same Emoji to represent different things
don't try to convey too much with Emojis as the message can be misconstrued
Use emojis to enhance the experience of the message by adding humor, context, order to say
something very obvious
Create an emoji Blacklist and keep in mind emojis that you will never use.

Know your target audience and who you're talking to
The more you know about your target audience, the better your Instagram account and
marketing will be. If you try to Target the entire Market you will fail to attract any of it.
If You know what keeps your prospect up at night, what bothers them, their pain points, what
they need, what makes them laugh, what music they listen to, what motivates them, what they
need to here to feel better, Etc. the more success you will have in communicating with them,
developing a relationship, warming up to each other, and ultimately in the long run be able to
sell them your services.
The first step in any of this is breaking the ice, finding things in common, building a rapport, and
finding common ground so that you have something to talk about and start building a
relationship with your prospects. Having said that, do research and find out exactly who your
target audience is so that your tone a voice on Instagram and the tone that your prospects
respond well to are in synchrony.

